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Project overview

DLAB2 is inspired by the changemaker movement, which seeks to build the skills and 

attributes for individuals to find innovative solutions to society’s challenges. 

Two key themes are developing changemakers and social innovation education. 

A third theme is the use of innovative digital learning environments including virtual and 

artificial reality technologies to blend physical and digital learning environments and provide 

powerful opportunities for international collaboration. 

In this way, the project brings together two aspects of the maker movement: digital making 

and change making. 



Activities

Over three years we adopt three types of 'learning across boundaries’ 

challenges.

1. Crossing physical boundaries (what my body can do): learning through 

physical experiences (skills). 

2. Crossing personal boundaries (my aspirations and confidence): 

learning through performance, public speaking, or gaining new skills 

(attitudes). 

3. Crossing environmental boundaries (what we can do about the 

environment / developing a green curriculum based on the SDG’s for 

sustainable environments)



Online collaboration



Padlets



eTwinning



Twitter - Tweetbeam



MS Teams meetings 

on project days



Team Denmark-UK 

working remotely



DLAB talks by teacher trainee students on YouTube

Reflections



Pupils’ reflections on padlet



Vestival

https://uon1.padlet.org/je
an_edwards/DLABVestival
21

https://mypad.northampt
on.ac.uk/dlaberasmus

https://uon1.padlet.org/jean_edwards/DLABVestival21
https://mypad.northampton.ac.uk/dlaberasmus


Art tent



Literature

tent



Performance 

tent



DLAB Talks tent



Conquering fears 

tent
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ABSTRACT
The Digital Learning Across Boundaries: Developing Changemakers 

(DLAB) project uses immersive technologies in education to explore three 

challenges across three years: physical, personal and environmental. This 

paper focuses on the first of these, bringing together the themes of digital 

making and changemaking to cross physical boundaries by raising 

awareness about physical inactivity in 11 and 12 year old school pupils. 

Immersive technologies such as augmented and virtual reality enabled the 

development of empathy and intercultural understanding among 

participants, fostered an understanding of changemaking, and created 

environments for sharing prototype exergames. Research data is 

analysed to seek evidence of the development of changemaker attributes 

and impact within a sample group of 60 English school pupils.
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